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Question: 1
Cisco Catalyst 4500 Series switches are attractive to medium-size campuses with growth
opportunities due to the switches enhanced security and which two other features? (Choose two)
A. Enhanced multilayer software image
B. Connectivity to multiple types of wan connections
C. Cisco unified communications manager
D. Qos for converged networks
E. Modular, customizable components
Answer: D, E
Question: 2
Which companion switch is recommended to be installed with Cisco Smart Business
Communications System?
A. C2950
B. C3750
C. ESW 500
D. SRW224G4}
Answer: C
Question: 3
You are at a client site. It is a medium-sized business and needs a Cisco Catalyst switch that
offers high availability and security. What type of Catalyst switches would you recommend?
A. Catalyst 2960 Series
B. Catalyst 3750 Series
C. Catalyst 4900 Series
D. Catalyst 6500 Series
Answer: A
Question: 4
The Cisco Unified Wireless Network minimizes the TCO and maximizes wireless network uptime
by optimizing which two deployment, management, and security features? (Choose two)
A. Unified wireless and wired infrastructure for a single point of control for all wlan traffic
B. Simplified management of central or remotely located access points
C. Extension features to wired network services, such as denial of service prevention and acls
D. Threat defense with a robust wired ids
Answer: A, B
Question: 5
What would you use to enforce security-policy compliance on all devices that seek to access the
network?
A. VLAN
B. NAC
C. EAP
D. WLAN
Answer: B
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Question: 6
Which three business requirements development activities are performed in the prepare phase
before creating a technology strategy? (Choose three)
A. Identifying and assessing customer business requirements
B. Documenting and categorizing customer business requirements in terms of performance,
availability, capacity and security
C. Producing a documented technology strategy
D. Creating a bill of materials
E. Presenting documented business requirements to a customer and having the customer
validate them
F. Completing a site survey
Answer: A, B, E
Question: 7
The price of Cisco Small Business Pro Service is based on the complexity of the device that is
being covered. How many different price points for these devices are available?
A. 3
B. 4
C. 5
D. 6
Answer: A
Question: 8
Why can security on healthcare networks be an important issue for customers?
A. Offers a rapid return on investment.
B. Telecommuting
C. Multiple network connections
D. Legal mandates
Answer: C
Question: 9
A new client of yours is experiencing a growth spurt. The client s IT staff is making network
changes manually and, as a consequence, is extremely overworked, You suggest the client
implement a network management system, citing which important business benefit?
A. Potential for outsourcing the it staff
B. Provision of an out-of-band managementarchiteture
C. Threat mitigation
D. Reduction in network downtime
Answer: D
Question: 10
In which of these phases is a customer s current network infrastructure assessed?
A. Plan
B. Design
C. Implement
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